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Background: Published studies regarding statin-associated myopathy may describe more dramatic patient presentations, potentially leading to inaccurate characterization of the condition. Furthermore, long-term outcomes and responses to statin rechallenge in patients with statin-associated myopathy are largely unknown.

Methods: The University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinics Medical Informatics Department identified 437 patients with International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision codes potentially representing cases of statin-associated myopathy from more than 13 years of inpatient and outpatient data; 45 of these individuals were diagnosed as having statin-associated myopathy. Using a standardized form, 2 researchers abstracted all the case records to define the clinical course of statin-induced myopathy.

Results: The mean (SD) duration of statin therapy before symptom onset was 6.3 (9.8) months. Resolution of muscle pain occurred a mean (SD) of 2.3 (3.0) months after discontinuation of statin therapy. Six patients (13%) were hospitalized for the management of rhabdomyolysis; 2 had reversible renal dysfunction, and 1 with preexisting renal insufficiency subsequently began lifelong dialysis. Hospitalized patients developed myopathy more quickly after initiating statin therapy (1.3 vs 7.1 months; \( P = .048 \)) and were more likely to be taking concomitant medications known to increase the risk of statin-associated myopathy (\( P = .03 \)). Thirty-seven patients received another statin after an episode of statin-associated myopathy; 21 (57%) reported recurrent muscle pain, whereas 16 (43%) tolerated other statins without recurrent symptoms.

Conclusions: Patients with statin-associated myopathy experienced full resolution of muscle pain on cessation of statin therapy. Although no deaths occurred, 13% of the patients required hospitalization for rhabdomyolysis. Recurrent muscle pain was common on statin rechallenge.
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IN A WIDE RANGE OF PATIENTS WITH and without heart disease, 1-3 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase inhibitors (statins) reduce cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. Ongoing research6-9 is investigating the possible role of statins in the treatment of dementia, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and arthritis. Because of the cardiovascular benefits and improved survival among patients receiving statins, these medications are now the most prescribed class of drugs in the United States.10 Statin use is expected to increase with the advancing age of society and as additional benefits of statins are clarified.11 These 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase inhibitors may cause myotoxic effects, with muscle pain occurring in 2% to 11% of patients, and clinically significant myopathy, defined as a creatine kinase (CK) level more than 10 times the reference value, with associated muscle symptoms occurring in approximately 0.5% of patients.12-15 The Heart Protection Study1 identified no significant difference in the incidence rate of myotoxic effects between individuals receiving a statin vs placebo. However, individuals with coexisting diseases or taking medications that predispose to myotoxic effects were excluded from this study.

Known risk factors for the development of statin-associated myopathy include coexisting diseases associated with rhabdomyolysis (renal insufficiency, hepatic dysfunction, and hypothyroidism) and the use of concomitant medications that interfere with statin metabolism or independently cause myositis (gemfibrozil, cyclosporine, macrolide antibiotics, niacin, azole antifungals, protease inhibitors, and calcium channel blockers).13 The natural course of myopathy in clinical practice is unknown, with only case reports or small case series describing short-term outcomes.16-31 Such published reports may select patients with more dramatic or unique presentations, potentially leading to a selection or publication bias and, therefore, an inaccurate characterization of the typical presentation and outcome of statin-associated myopathy.
We hypothesized that statin-associated myopathy is self-limited, with a benign clinical outcome, based on similar outcomes among patients in our own practices. We initiated a retrospective study to investigate the time course, severity, and clinical outcomes of patients experiencing statin-associated myopathy at a single medical center.

**METHODS**

**CASE ASCERTAINMENT**

We performed a retrospective study at the University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinics, a tertiary care academic medical center in Madison. The human subjects committee of the University of Wisconsin Medical School approved the study. Informed consent from study participants was waived because the study was of minimal risk and could not practically occur without a waiver.

To identify potential cases of myotoxic effects, the University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinics Medical Informatics Department provided a list of patients with International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision codes for myositis (code 729.1); myopathy (code 359.9); myopathy due to drugs (code 359.4); inflammatory myopathy (code 359.8); progressive myopathy (code 359.8); toxic myopathy (359.4); other disorders of muscle, ligament, and fascia (codes 728.8 and 728.89); muscle weakness (code 728.9); unspecified myalgia and myositis (code 729.1); myalgia (code 729.9); and muscle weakness (code 728.9); unspecified myalgia and myositis (code 729.1); and adverse drug reaction to a cholesterol-lowering agent (codes E942.2, E980.4, and E972.2). All inpatients and outpatients seen at the University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinics between January 1, 1990, and October 1, 2003, were included in this initial search (N=437). On review of 437 medical records, we excluded patients with a diagnosis of rhabdomyolysis (n=392) (Figure). The term rhabdomyolysis was used interchangeably with clinically significant myopathy, as in other recent publications of statin-associated myopathy.

For patients with a diagnosis of statin-associated myopathy, 2 investigators (K.E.H. and J.P.H.) reviewed the University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinics computerized medical record using a standardized medical record review form to record the clinical features of the illness. We collected information on patient demographics; onset, duration, location, and severity of muscle pain; incubating period and dose of therapy before the onset of symptoms; the presence of muscle weakness; peak CK values; recent thyrotropin test results; therapeutic interventions; number of months until resolution of muscle pain; and response to other statins. Recovery from statin-associated myopathy was defined as the time from cessation of the implicated statin to the resolution of muscle pain. We recorded the use of concomitant medications known to increase the risk of statin-associated myopathy, specifically noting the use of other lipid-lowering agents (gemfibrozil, fenofibrate, niacin, and cholestyramine resin), calcineurin inhibitors, macrolide antibiotics, calcium channel blockers, protease inhibitors, serotonin uptake inhibitors, amidarone, trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, and anticonvulsants. Clinic notes and computerized medication lists were used to determine the dose and duration of statin therapy before myopathy and the response to other statins. We calculated creatinine clearance using the Cockcroft-Gault equation.

Serum CK activity was measured in the University of Wisconsin Clinical Laboratory using an enzymatic assay in which the conversion of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide to reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide is quantified by UV measurements at 340 nm. Between 1990 and 2003, the most commonly used assay for this test was the Roche Modular Chemistry analyzer (Roche Diagnostics, North America, Indianapolis, Ind), but the Dade Dimension assay (Dade Behring Inc, Wilmington, Del) was also used, both providing equivalent test results (written communication, Don Wiebe, PhD, University of Wisconsin Clinical Laboratory, July 12, 2005). Using either of these assays, the reference range for serum CK levels is 0 to 250 U/L for men and 0 to 175 U/L for women.

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

All the data were entered into a spreadsheet program (MS Excel; Microsoft Corp, Redmond, Wash) for statistical analysis. Descriptive statistics were used to summarize all the data acquired by medical record review, with the results given as mean (SD). The Spearman correlation coefficient and analysis of variance were used to investigate potential relationships between peak CK levels and time to CK level normalization and between peak CK levels and the presence and severity of muscle weakness. Where appropriate, x², Fisher exact, Mann-Whitney rank sum, or independent-sample t tests were used to explore relationships between patient characteristics and outcomes. All analyses were performed using Analyse-it software (Analyse-it Software Ltd, Leeds, England).

**RESULTS**

We identified 45 patients with statin-associated myopathy; their demographic information and clinical characteristics are summarized in **Table 1**. Forty-four patients had muscle pain when first seen, which was described as severe in more than half of the 41 patients for whom severity of pain was recorded. One individual was asympto-
Six of 8 patients with clinically significant myopathy were admitted to the hospital for the management of rhabdomyolysis. The serum CK levels of these patients were significantly higher than those of individuals treated as outpatients (Table 2). Three hospitalized patients experienced renal dysfunction. This first patient (peak CK level, 35 140 U/L) developed acute tubular necrosis (peak serum creatinine concentration, 6.2 mg/dL [548 µmol/L]) and during the following 3 months experienced recovery of normal renal function. The second patient (peak serum CK level, 11 928 U/L) developed mild renal insufficiency (peak serum creatinine concentration, 1.6 mg/dL [141 µmol/L]) and had normalization of renal function by the time of hospital discharge. The third patient (peak serum CK concentration, 7000 U/L) had preexisting renal artery stenosis and required dialysis during her hospitalization; her admission creatinine concentration of 2.1 mg/dL (186 µmol/L) increased to 4.6 mg/dL (407 µmol/L) by discharge. Subsequent outpatient renal stenting did not delay progression to end-stage renal disease, and she now receives lifelong dialysis.

Patients with clinically significant myopathy were older than those without this degree of myositis (66.1 [9.2] vs 57.4 [9.1] years; P = .02) but were similar in other patient characteristics (data not shown). In hospitalized patients, the duration of statin therapy before the onset of muscle pain was significantly shorter than that in individuals treated as outpatients (1.3 [0.8] vs 7.1 [10.0] months; P = .048) (Table 2).

Like other investigators, we found that the use of combination therapy was more common in patients hospitalized for rhabdomyolysis (P = .03) (Table 2). Specifically, 3 patients developed rhabdomyolysis within 1 month of simultaneously beginning therapy with 2 lipid-lowering drugs (simvastatin and niacin added to long-term verapamil hydrochloride, simvastatin and gemfibrozil added to...
long-term verapamil, and cerivastatin sodium plus gemfibrozil). The fourth individual tolerated gemfibrozil mono-therapy for 2 months but experienced rhabdomyolysis within 1 month of adding cerivastatin. A fifth individual, who was already taking diltiazem hydrochloride, experienced rhabdomyolysis within 2.5 weeks of beginning treatment with a study statin. The sixth person was taking felodipine and within 2 months of starting cerivastatin therapy sustained rhabdomyolysis.

To exclude other causes of myopathy, 5 patients underwent muscle biopsy or electromyography with assessment of nerve conduction velocity. Findings from the latter were normal in all the patients (n=4). Muscle biopsy histologic findings were normal in 2 patients, demonstrated muscle necrosis without inflammation in a third, and revealed nonspecific myopathy in a fourth. We did not detect differing clinical characteristics between patients undergoing muscle biopsy and those managed without such additional testing (Table 3). No patient developed permanent liver dysfunction, defined by elevated total bilirubin or alkaline phosphatase levels in addition to elevated transaminase levels.

LONGITUDINAL DATA

Of 44 patients for whom data were available, the mean duration of statin therapy before symptom onset was 6.3 (9.8) months (range, 0.25-48.0 months) (Table 4). More specifically, approximately one third of the patients (n=17) noted muscle pain within 1 month and another one third (n=16) within 6 months of beginning statin therapy.

Thirty medications known to increase the risk of statin-associated myopathy included calcium channel blockers (n=9), niacin (n=5), gemfibrozil (n=4), macrolide antibiotics (n=2), nefazodone hydrochloride (n=2), cyclosporine (n=2), and miscellaneous medications (n=1) each for amiodarone, cholesterol, fenofibrate, fluoxetine hydrochloride, sertraline hydrochloride, and trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole. Among patients taking cyclosporine, one received simvastatin, 20 mg daily, with subsequent myopathy and the other reported muscle pain while taking pravastatin sodium, 10 mg daily, and later tolerated this statin without recurrent symptoms.

In 44 patients, medical records indicated recovery from statin-associated myopathy a mean of 2.3 (3.0) months after the cessation of statin therapy (range, 0.25-14.0 months) (Table 4). Specifically, 57% of the patients (n=25) reported resolution of muscle symptoms by 1 month, another 34% (n=15) by 6 months, and 7% (n=3) by 14 months after stopping statin use. The single patient with ongoing muscle pain chose to continue statin therapy because of the high risk of cardiovascular disease. One individual reported “several months” of pain before full recovery.

Thirty-seven patients received other statins after an episode of statin-associated myopathy, with medical records providing adequate documentation of a response to that statin. Of these patients, 57% (n=21) reported recurrent muscle pain with the use of other statins. Conversely, 43% (n=16) tolerated a different statin (n=12) or the same statin (n=4) after an episode of statin-associated myopathy. Of 4 patients tolerating the same statin, 1 noted muscle pain with the statin amiodarone and a macrolide antibiotic that resolved with discontinuation of the treatment with macrolide despite continued use of amiodarone. Another patient tolerated a lower dose of simvastatin without pain, whereas 2 patients tolerated the statin at the same dose (n=1) or an unknown dose (n=1), in the latter case despite continuation of cyclosporine and trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole treatment.

Of 6 patients hospitalized for rhabdomyolysis, 4 received other statins after recovery from myositis. The first
patient developed rhabdomyolysis with use of simvastatin and niacin and later reported flank pain with atorvastatin calcium; verapamil was prescribed throughout this period. The second patient experienced rhabdomyolysis while taking cerivastatin and gemfibrozil but later did well while taking atorvastatin. The third patient with rhabdomyolysis while receiving cerivastatin and gemfibrozil also reported muscle pain while taking simvastatin. The final patient recovered from rhabdomyolysis while taking simvastatin, gemfibrozil, and verapamil and then tolerated pravastatin despite concurrent use of verapamil and fenofibrate. Thus, although the data are limited, these findings suggest that some patients with rhabdomyolysis from one statin can tolerate other statins without recurrent symptoms.

We sought but did not find predictors of intolerance to more than 1 statin. Specifically, patient age, sex, duration of statin therapy before the onset of myopathy, duration of muscle pain, and peak serum CK level were no different between individuals with and without tolerance to other statins (Table 5). Likewise, disparate use of concomitant medications known to increase the risk of statin-associated myopathy was not observed between the tolerant and intolerant groups. Patients with intolerance to other statins had a higher creatinine clearance (P = .006), but this variable was available only for 32 individuals.

**COMMENT**

Because statin use is widespread, most primary care providers will encounter patients who experience an episode of statin-induced myopathy. Understanding the natural course of statin-associated myopathy will facilitate better informed consent of patients initiating such therapy and will allow caregivers to provide more complete information to their patients regarding the prognosis of the condition.

This study of statin-associated myopathy provides a spectrum of observations ranging from mild muscle pain to acute rhabdomyolysis. We describe important clinical details of statin-associated myopathy, including location of muscle pain, frequency of muscle weakness, time course of the illness, and ability to tolerate other statins after an episode of statin-associated myopathy. Like other researchers, we found that rhabdomyolysis is often associated with the use of coexisting medications known to increase its risk. In addition, patients with clinically significant myopathy were older than those without this degree of myositis.

Every patient who discontinued statin therapy experienced rapid resolution of muscle pain, typically within a month after cessation of therapy. Renal dysfunction was usually temporary but occurred in half of the patients who required hospitalization for rhabdomyolysis. Finally, although data are limited, our findings suggest that some patients with statin-associated rhabdomyolysis may tolerate other statins without recurrent symptoms.

The most important limitation of this study is its retrospective, observational nature. We relied on health care providers to record clinical details and to order objective tests of muscle function, such as the serum CK measurement. This study may involve selection or referral bias because patients receiving care in a tertiary center may be different from those treated in private practice. In addition, we used clinical outcomes, and most patients did not undergo objective muscle tests, such as electromyography or muscle biopsy, during or after an episode of statin-associated myopathy. The small sample size of this study is an important limitation; our study had limited power to detect individual patient characteristics that may predict adverse outcomes from statin-associated myopathy. Finally, the data from this study cannot be used to assess the incidence of myopathy with each statin.

In this study, patients with statin-associated myopathy experienced full resolution of muscle pain on the cessation of statin therapy. Although no deaths occurred, 13% of the patients required hospitalization for rhabdomyolysis, and half of these individuals experienced transient or permanent renal dysfunction. Recurrent muscle pain was common on statin rechallenge, but predictors of intolerance to multiple statins were not identified in this small study.
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